
Activities and Learning Objectives for the Topic of WATER 
 
The Sea and Oceans  
We will look at the creatures that live in the ocean, including work around the number 8 for 
the octopus. We will play a magnetic fishing game with either numbers to 10 or letters written 
on the fish for the children to identify and sort. We will read Commotion in the Ocean to look 
at rhymes and extend further with a book of Water Poems. The children will be encouraged 
to think of their own words to describe images of the ocean. Art projects will include a 3d fish 
picture and a wall display representing under the sea. We will also talk about holidays to the 
seaside and watch a DVD about safety on the beach and in the sun. There is a phonics ICT 
game to support work on the seaside and we will use sea shells for sorting and counting 
games. Finally we will use the parachute to develop listening skills with ocean themed 
games. As Octonauts were really popular in many ‘All About Me’ boxes please feel free to 
bring any such resources in to share. 
 
Ponds 
We will learn about the Life Cycle of the Frog, supported by an ICT game that teaches 
sequencing and read stories featuring frogs. We will look at the story of the Ugly Duckling 
and learn about ducks. We will sing the song 10 Little Ducks Went Swimming One Day to 
help learn the idea of one less than and use our lettered and numbered toy ducks in water 
play. We will also look at Monet’s painting of lilyponds and recreate them with crayon and 
watercolour pictures. 
 
Pirates 
We will have a week of pirate role play where we will make props such as treasure, 
telescopes and maps and cook ship’s biscuits. We also have a variety of pirate based 
counting songs. 
 
Boats 
We will look at a variety of styles of boats, including many from the past and design and 
make our own and see if they float or sink. We will also look at different materials and try and 
predict if they will float or sink. 
 
Waterplay 
There will be a mixture of water play opportunities including the large scale ‘gutter’ set which 
encourages the children to think about design, playing with ice and deciding how to make it 
melt more quickly and pouring sets that develop ideas about capacity. We will also return to 
the idea of watering plants for them to survive and harvest our potatoes. 
 
Art 
There will be lots of opportunities to experiment with different ways of painting including with 
watercolour, bubble painting, splatter painting, spray painting and with pipettes. The better 
weather should provide lots of opportunities for large scale projects in the garden. 
 
Throughout their last half term we will help those children moving on with books and 
computer games about school and school uniform in the dressing up to play with. We will 
continue to visit Barton School every Wednesday. The Reception teacher from Meridian will 
also come in to visit. 



 
There will be reports written for all children (the older ones first) with an associated parent 
consultation this half term. 
 
Reminder of dates for your diary: 
 
Playgroup trip to South Angle Farm       
https://www.southanglefarmpark.co.uk/  
Tuesday 17th July Meet there at 10 am.  Leave 2pm 
 
Leavers’ Party Last day of term 
Friday 20th July - for all children 
 


